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PE 42
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VKS 20 VKS 30 VKS 42 VKS 50

VKS 50N PES 42 PCS 38

PC 38 155218

VKS 20～PES 42

SPARE BLADES for PVC pipe cutter

VK 50N 700

(Unit : mm)

280Under 6013～50

PVC PIPE CUTTER

●Possible to cut polyethylene piping with an external diameter of 63mm.�
●Compact type, the ratchet mechanism enables speedy and easy single �
　hand cutting.�
●No scraps after cutting, excellent cut, superb cut surface.

PE 42 450

(Unit : mm)

(Unit : mm)

225Under 42

Under 38

10～30

PE PIPE CUTTER PAT.

●Optimal for cutting polyethylene and sheath piping.�
●Possible to cut polybuten piping.�
●The ratchet mechanism enables speedy and easy single �
    hand cutting.�
●No scraps after cutting, excellent cut, superb cut surface.�
●The pipe holder prevents pipe deformation and cracking �
    enabling smooth cutting.

●Easy blade replacement.�
●Clean cutting and excellent durability.

Always retract the blade when opening and closing the pipe holder.

■Example of use

■Example of use
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●Attaching the blade in the opposite direction, then you �
    can use again, which is very economical.�
●The body is made of aluminum, making it light ad very �
   durable.�
●The grip is grooved, evading slipping.

The body is of baking finish.  *PVC pipe is not to be cut off. 

FLEPOLY CUTTER PAT.

■ Applicable tubes
Superb cut for soft resin piping such as polyester �
resin flexible tube,sheath tube,polybuten,etc.

VKS 20�
VKS 30�
VKS 42�
VKS 50�
VKS 50N�
PES 42�
PCS 38

VK 20�
VK 30�
VK 42�
VK 50�
VK 50N�
PE 42�
PC38

Item No. Applicable cutter Remarks


